The problem of spiral galaxies rotation curves and some others are approached classically on the base of the geometrodynamics. The modification of the expression for Einstein-Hilbert action leads to the generalized geodesics and then to the equations for the gravity force that contain not only the Newtonian term. The used approach is consistent with the equivalence principle, preserves all the results of classical geometrodynamics, and provides an explanation for flat rotation curves of the spiral galaxies together with the 3D gravitational well problem and Tully-Fisher law.
Introduction
The identity of the metrical properties of a certain (Riemannian) four dimensional geometrical space and the gravitational properties of the physical space-time is the fundamental idea of geometrodynamics. Its outstanding success immediately after appearance (e.g. three classical tests of the GRT), was later followed by serious problems on a cosmological scale and a minor one (Pioneer anomaly) on a Solar system scale.
However complicated the distribution of mass in a spiral galaxy could be, the orbital velocity of stars according to Newton-Einstein must vanish with distance from the galaxy center. But the observations undoubtedly fail to support the theory and the rotation curves appear to become flat. The most popular explanation is the existence of the so called dark matter surrounding the galaxy and providing the observed effect. The important property of dark matter is the absence of interaction with the electromagnetic field, it neither absorbs nor radiates light. Unlike the Neptune historical example, the calculated mass of the dark matter needed to provide the effect is threefour times larger than the mass of the barionic matter like stars and gas in the given galaxy; it should extend about four times further than the galaxy linear scale length; its distribution should be spherically symmetric to provide the gravitational stablility of a galaxy; to fit the observed rotation curves, the parameters of the "spherical" dark matter distribution should fit the parameters of the "spiral" visual matter distribution specifically for every galaxy, so, there is no way to predict the rotation curves behavior in advance judging by optical brightness measurements only. All this makes the whole dark matter picture rather artificial.
The acceleration of the Universe expansion is deduced from the precise red shift measurements. It means the existence of repulsive forces contradicting our view on the attraction nature of gravity which is considered to be responsible for the events on the cosmological scale, therefore, a ΛCDM model is required. The amount of the dark energy needed to provide the calculated acceleration is equivalent to more than 90% of the total mass of the Universe, while the rest 10% include the dark matter and the visible matter. It means that the classical GRT seems not to account for the majority of substance in the Universe and, thus, the corrections to the theory must be deep enough.
The quantum gravity deals with gravitons regarded alongside with other elementary particles. And the particle theory exploits the properties of the still unfound Higgs bosons to account for rotation curves with the help of the dark matter. But even found, they will be hardly able to provide the solution for the logical difficulties mentioned above. In classical gravity the attempts to modify the very foundations of the existing theory take place already for decades. The obvious modification is the change of the "simplest scalar" in the expression for the Einstein-Hilbert action
with regard to the cosmological issues. In [1] the terms of the higher orders like
were added, thus, giving birth to the so called f (R) theories. Another type of correction is the introduction of an additional macroscopic usually scalar field, S. For example, in [2] the action took the form
where w is a constant. In [3] the phenomenological approach known as MOND was suggested to explain the rotation curves and in [4] an attempt to get the relativistic generalization of MOND was performed. This approach provides a good fit for the observation data but fails to give an explanations of the origin and choice of the function introduced into the dynamics law. In [5] the antisymmetric part of the metric was specified and this also made some progress possible.
As it was shown in [6] , every proposed modification of gravity must suffice several astrophysical restrictions based on the observations. There it is also shown that none of the known proposals completely meet the extensive astrophysical data on galaxy dynamics available now.
The important constraint is based on the observations of the globular clusters that do not belong to the galaxy plane. It suggests that any possible modification of the gravity potential in the galaxy plane should preserve its Newtonian character outside the plane. In geometrodynamics this will correspond to the dependence of metric on the direction. From the point of view of geometry the consideration of an anisotropic space is a natural step that preserves the meaning of the scalar in the expression for action but changes its form. From the point of view of physics this involves the velocity dependent force which is in accord with the equivalence principle -there exist the accelerated frames in which the inertial forces (Coriolis) depend on the motion of the body. Therefore, the corresponding gravity has to be velocity dependent also.
Anisotropic perturbation
Let us deepen the relation between geometry and physics and regard an anisotropic space with a deformed metric of the simplest form
where γ ij is x-independent Minkowski type metric, and ε ij (x, y) is a small anisotropic perturbation. The idea of anisotropy may seem only formal but we will see that it leads to physically understandable consequences. The tangent bundle of a space with an anisotropic metric becomes an eight dimensional Riemannian manyfold equivalent to the phase space. On this bundle the directional variables,
, are treated in the same way as the positional ones, x i (see Appendix).
Assumptions
We will consider ε(x, y) small enough to use a linear approximation and make the simplifiing assumptions:
1. Notice, that the first two assumptions are common to the traditional approach of GRT beginning from the classical paper by A.Einstein [7] .
Geodesics
Since the metric now depends on y, we have to use the Finsler geometry formalism [8] . This means that the Euler-Lagrange equations can be obtained by varying the Finslerian square of the distance,F 2 = (γ hl + ε hl (x, y))y h y l . In this case the expression for the generalized geodesics will take the form [9] :
Here
Remark 1 The third term in the expression (5) would not appear in the specific case when we choose the anisotropic metric in the form g * ij = 1 2
∂y i ∂y j where F is a 2-homogeneous in y function. Such geodesics obtained for a proper Finsler metric in the anisotropic space is equivalent to a trajectory of a particle sufferring the action of the velocity dependent force in a space with a generalized metric.
The geodesics (5) are geometrical equations that presumably can be used to describe the dynamics of a particle in a gravity field corresponding to the anisotropic metric. As in [7] , we use the assumptions to preserve only the terms with k = l = 1, that is the only ε kl remaining in the equation (5) is ε 11 , while y k = y l = 1. Let us introduce the new notation 1 2
similar to a component of the Cartan tensor. Notice, that on the ysubspace of the tangent bundle, A t are the components of the gradient of ε 11 taken with regard to y, i.e. A α = 1 2 (∇ (y) ε 11 ) α for α = 2, 3, 4 (the same numeration 1 ÷ 4 is used for both x-and y-subspaces). Then we get
The third term in the eq. (7) does not vanish since though we asume
Let us now add and subtract the same value γ it ∂A j ∂x t y j and obtain
where ( ∂A t ∂x j − ∂A j ∂x t ) can be taken as a component of the antisymmetric tensor, F jt , similar to the one well known in electrodynamics. The expressions ∂A α ∂x β − ∂A β ∂x α are the components of the curl of vector A for α, β = 2, 3, 4 on the x-subspace of the tangent bundle. This yields for the geodesics
"Maxwell identities"
The formally introduced tensor F ij has useful purely geometrical properties. Namely, it suffices the identity
Making a formal designation
(11) one immediately obtains a pair of "Maxwell identities" that are known as Maxwell equations in electrodynamics
Following the geometrical receipt similarly to [7] , we pass to the contravariant tensor F ij = γ ik γ jm F mk (we can use γ it to raise the index, since A t already contains ε), and introduce the new 4-vector I i according to
Then another pair of "Maxwell identities" can be obtained in a similar way
where we formally denoted and B
(g) ≡ rot (x) A characterize the space-time with the anisotropic metric and, therefore, characterize the motion dependent gravitation. If A is interpreted as a vector potential of the gravitational field, ρ (m) is taken as the mass density of the source of gravity, and j (m) =ρ (m) v as the density of the mass flow corresponding to the proper motion of the source and its parts, we obtain an impressive analogy with electromagnetism and all the formalism developed for it can be used in calculations. Contrary to electrodynamics, the very idea of motion dependent gravity always seemed alien to our knowledge and experience, but the problems mentioned in the Introduction and the results that will be obtained in the following suggest not to reject it at once.
Force of gravity
Turning back to eq.(9) with regard to (12) (13) (14) , we obtain
and find that the gravity acceleration is now the sum of three terms. The first one originates from Γ 
where 
where ∂y j ∂x t vanishes because x and y are independent. Recollecting that the rhs of eq. (15) was initially multiplied by y 1 y 1 , and y 1 = 1 unit of length, we introduce all the dimensional factors explicitly
Since y = 1 H v and v 1 = c, the expression for the gravity force acting on a particle with mass, m, is
The first term in brackets corresponds to the expression for the regular part of the gravity force. The second term can be recognized as related to a "Coriolis force" which is proportional to velocity, v, of the particle whose dynamics can be described by eq. (19) and to the proper motion of the gravity source, rot (x)
. If the acceleration of the reference frame is not straight but circular, the equivalence principle inevitably demands the appearance of the Coriolis type component in gravity. The third term in brackets is a new one. The total acceleration now depends not only on the distribution of masses but also on the motion of the particle and on the proper motion of the gravity source. Notice, that in the anisotropic geometrodynamics the gravity ceased to be a simple attraction as before.
Components of the gravity force
Let us mention some details concerning all the three terms,
, v) in the figure brackets of the eq.(19). The first component of the gravity force, F (g) N , acting on a particle with mass, m, is considered to be provided by a source with mass, M, and is directed radially to the center of mass distribution. The solution of the Poisson equation for the stationary gravity field suggests ε 11 ∼ 1 r , where r is the distance from the particle to the center, and the choice ε 11 = The third component of the gravity force, F (g)3 , is responsible for the action produced on a moving particle by the expansion or by the contraction of the gravity source. The expanding system produces an additional attraction on the particle moving radially inwards.
The expression for the second component of the gravity force, F
L , suggests to regard the interaction between the moving particle and the moving mass distribution. In the simplest case, the source is a body with mass, M, spinning with the angular velocity,
C takes the form of the "gravi-Coriolis" force showing explicitly the above mentioned additional link between inertia and gravitation. On a plane passing through M normally to Ω, one can obtain the trajectories of the particles moving in this plane in various directions with various velocities. Thus, one can see the actions of F (g) L : attraction, repulsion and tangent action depending on the angle between v and V = [R ef f , Ω], where R ef f is the radius vector pointing at the particle, R ef f is the effective radius of the spinning source. The component of velocity perpendicular to the plane is not affected by F (g) L which satisfies the 3D problem demand mentioned in the Introduction. Obviously, the analogy with electromagnetism (eqs. (12, 14) and below) can be helpful in calculations.
The role of this or that component in the observed phenomena depends on the parameters of the system.
Example
Let the source of gravity be a double star system with the characteristic radius, r 0 , mass M and period T . Let there be a planet, m, moving around the stars at the circular orbit of radius r, r > r 0 , that belongs to the plane of the stars' motion. We can say that the motion of the massive stars presents a circular mass current, J (m) (r 0 ), such that the corresponding B (g) (r) could be calculated according to the Biot-Savart law. The component of B (g) (r)
orthogonal to the plane is proportional to B , is equal to the sum of the regular Newton attraction,
and the "gravi-Lorentz" force, F
(g) L = mv orb C 2 (r 0 )/r , where C 1 , C 2 (r 0 ) are constants. Therefore, the square of the orbital velocity of the planet, v 2 orb , will be equal to
When r → ∞, we see that the two roots give: the Newtonian one corresponds to v orb | r→∞ = 0, while the second one is
that is the rotation curve is flat. For a similar but more complicated system (e.g. a planetary system or a spiral galaxy), when a particle can move "inside" the source of gravity, one should generalize r 0 and find the effective radius, R e . It could be done, for example, in the following way
where I ef f is the moment of inertia of the system with the total mass, M. Thus, R e characterizes a certain system (e.g. galaxy) and the effective angular velocity, Ω e , can be defined from
L n where L n is the angular momentum of the component of the system. We get, thus,
Inside the circumference with radius R e , the component B Let us make an estimation of C 2 (R e ) ∼ J (m) (R e ). The mass current
where M is proportional to the area of a spiral galaxy, R 2 e , and the period T ∼ R 3/2 e according to Kepler law. This gives J (m) (R e ) ∼ √ R e . Since the luminosity, L lum , is also proportional to the area, we get R e ∼ √ L lum . Therefore,
which is in accordance with the Tully-Fisher law.
In order to find the extra acceleration,
where Ω is defined in eq. (20), it is convenient to use the electromagnetic analogy following from eqs. (12, 14) and take rot (x)
(R e )/r for the given distribution of the moving masses. If we approximate it by a circular mass current, J (m) , with the radius, R e , and mass velocity, V, then
and the additional acceleration of a body is proportional to
The ratio of this acceleration to the Newtonian one,
and we can estimate the regions where the specific features of the anisotropic space become significant. For a given particle moving with v at r from the center this ratio becomes
where L ef f and I ef f characterize the source.
Astrophysical constraints and observations
As discussed in detail in [6] , any modification of the Newton-Einstein theory of gravitation must suffice several astrophysical constraints following from the known observational data. First of all, it must provide the flatness of the rotation curves and the Tully-Fisher law. As follows from eqs. (22) and (25), the approach under discussion suffices these conditions. The third constraint demands that given the rotation curves are flat, the galactic gravitational well should be Newtonian when examined in directions perpendicular to this surface. In our anisotropic model it is naturally so since the particle motion perpendicular to the galaxy plane is not affected by the additional forces. The fourth constraint was first formulated in [11] and is the first evidence for the need of dark matter or modified gravity which seems yet stronger today: the visible mass of galaxies is too small to bind them into clusters. On this stage of our model development, it is hard to make quantitative estimations but the new terms in the expression for the gravity force could in principle produce the needed binding.
The obtained correction to the gravity potentials of the classical geometrodynamics has the metrical origin and the classical part of it remains present. This means that all the effects predicted and found in the classical GRT will be preserved though some new ones could appear.
The so called Pioneer anomaly presents the existence of the measured extra sunward acceleration of the probes Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 equal to (8.74 ± 1.33) · 10 −10 m/s 2 [12] which for the distance r ∼ 68a.u. from the Sun makes 0.065% of the Newtonian term. In frames of our approach the extra gravity could be caused by the rotational motion of the planets and of the Sun itself. The qualitative estimation of the possible additional deceleration can be performed with the help of eq. (29). For the probe velocity taken as v ∼ 4 · 10 4 m/s, we get 0.0064% and see that the effect takes place. The obtained value could increase when more detailed calculation is performed.
The observations of the collision of the galactic clusters registered recently by Chandra observatory [13] is considered to be a solid proof of the dark matter existence. But since the galaxies possess internal motion and the clusters themselves also possess it, the observed effect can be the result of their interaction with account to the additional motion dependent gravitational potentials.
The idea of the Universe expansion is deduced from the measurements of the Hubble red shift with the help of the Doppler effect. But now we can also suggest that the red shift is a gravitational one caused by the tangent motion of the far away objects. This idea finds support in the observations of the tangent motions of quasars, that take place at amazingly high velocities [14] . From eq.(22) one can see that for the rotary motion the tangent velocity of objects approaches the constant value at infinity -that is at the border of the observed Universe. This value would be a world constant equal or proportional to the Hubble constant, H. Therefore, the Universe may be expanding and have a growing radius or be rotating or containing tangent moving parts and have a constant radius.
Discussion
Dealing with the problems confronting the classical geometrodynamics, the modification of the metric in the Einstein-Hilbert expression for action was suggested. From the geometrical point of view, the correction is the consideration of the anisotropy of space. This was the only assumption made, no extra terms or fields were introduced into the scalar in the expression for the action. Under assumption of the space-time anisotropy, the geodesics changed and the expression for the force of gravity started to include not only the Newtonian term but also the terms depending on the particle motion and on the proper motion of the gravity source.
From the point of view of Physics, this reflects the understanding of the equivalence principle with regard to the velocity dependent forces similar to Coriolis force inevitably appearing in certain accelerated frames.
It was shown that several questions like the rotation curves of spiral galaxies, Tully-Fisher law and 3D problem have found an answer based on the metrical approach. The rough estimation of the effect for the Pioneer anomaly gave a value smaller than needed, but the more accurate calculation will involve the explicit consideration of the motion of the planets which Pioneer probe passed by during its flight. Another effect to be regarded is the slight difference between the calculated value of the precession angular velocity of Mercury and the observed one. Both of them will be used to obtain a falsifiable evidence from the Solar system data. Another evidence could be the form of branches of the spiral galaxies that give the examples of the trajectories of the stars' intragalactic motion with regard to the gravitational Coriolis type force.
A new light can be also thrown upon such notion as dark energy with its demand for the repulsion forces and upon the cosmoligical foundations as a whole. The Hubble red shift can be explained not only by the Universe expansion causing Doppler effect, but also by the gravity action caused by the tangent motions of the far away parts of the Universe including fast moving quasars.
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Appendix
We regard x i as a positional variable, then y i is a directional variable and is proportional to
where s is a parameter usually taken as an arclength. Since now we have to treat x and y in a similar way, there must be a dimensional factor in the definition of y i chosen such that the measurement units of y i are the same as those of 
While performing mathematical transformations, it is convenient to use the system of units with the values c = H = 1.
